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-The latest version of Adobe Creative Cloud has introduced several problems
for camera club members. Here are 3 issues that have arisen recently and
circumventions to help keep your CC running correctly.

This version of PS will not start on computers that don’t support a certain function (SSE4.2).
Not very helpful messages may appear such as:
Error at loading of ippCV library
or
error: (-215:Assertion failed)
PhotoShop has used this SSE4.2 function for a number of previous releases and in the past
Adobe has provided, with the Photoshop Install process, a set of software functions that
emulate SSE4.2 . For reasons best known to Adobe, they have stopped providing these
software functions and hence, PhotoShop V22.1 will not run if the computer does not
support SSE4.2.

Helpfully, Adobe has provided information in PhotoShop / Help / System Info and the
output will look something like this:
Adobe Photoshop Version: 22.1.0 20201125.r.94 2020/11/25: 4b16c876033 x64
Number of Launches: 541
Operating System: Mac OS 10.15.7
System architecture: Intel CPU Family:6, Model:12, Stepping:3 with MMX, SSE Integer,
SSE FP, SSE2, SSE3, SSE4.1, SSE4.2, AVX, AVX2, HyperThreading

If you do not see SSE4.2 in the System Architecture line, then your computer will not run
PhotoShop V22.
The only resolution for this issue is to downgrade PhotoShop to the previous working
version, typically V21.2.4, which does include the software emulation routines. I recommend
strongly that you do not use Adobe’s Auto-Upgrade option if you are in this situation as you
will just hit this issue time and time again. To turn off Auto-Update, go to Creative Cloud
Desktop/ Account / Preferences / Apps and switch off “Auto-update”.
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LrC V10.1 freezes when using Develop. On a Mac computer running macOS V10.15, this
failure freezes the complete computer and powering it off is the only solution. The issue
is caused by LrC using the computer’s graphics board incorrectly. The only solution is to
stop LrC from using the graphics board by deselecting it in LrC / Preferences / Performance and switching off the first switch labelled Camera Raw / Use Graphics Processor.
This is only a temporary fix and Adobe will have to remedy this is a future LrC release. If
you have to do this action, you may find a slight performance hit when editing images in
LrC V10.1 .

In some situations, this version of Camera Raw causes any Adobe software that uses it,
PS, Bridge and LrC, to freeze the entire computer. Powering the computer off is the only
solution. I saw this issue on a Mac running the latest operating system macOS 11.1 (Big
Sur). It may well happen on other computers as well. Adobe has accepted this as a bug
and, until it’s fixed in a future release, the only temporary solution is to downgrade Camera Raw to something prior to V13 such as V12.4.
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Despite numerous difficulties and restrictions imposed by the pandemic and ‘lockdown’,
WCC members remain keen to pursue their Diploma work.
Doug Allen has worked diligently to produce a set of ten images to a theme for his General
Diploma submission.
Although not frequently chosen, ‘theme’ is an option within the scope of the WCC General
Diploma. However, progressing towards a themed presentation imposes its own set of
restraints and disciplines. Doug was determined to express his passion about ‘sea defences’,
a particular challenge, particularly for any ‘re-shoots’ - Worcester being at a distance from
the coast!
He’s to be congratulated upon his tenacity. Doug’s photography meets the required
standard and is tightly expressed through this very well-balanced set of images.

Here's what Doug has to say about his journey towards success:
“Working on a WCC diploma enhanced my awareness about what to look out for in a
photograph - so it’s not just a snapshot. It encouraged me to get out there with my camera
and take images but also to reflect upon the composition and consider the camera
settings.
I found the processing of images to be as challenging as taking the photographs.
I received valuable advice about some over-processing in a couple of pictures, how to
correct an image with colour-cast in the foreground and recommendations about good
cloning practice. I learned a lot about how to construct a panel and would I like to thank
Eric for his time and support, Clive and the other assessors for running the scheme. I am
now considering registering for the Landscape Diploma as we come out of lockdown and
the countryside opens up again”.
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A sample of comments about Doug’s presentation of images from General Diploma
Panel members:
……………. Doug has demonstrated that he has a good seeing eye and empathy with the
coastal landscape.
………………. Although PDIs, Doug chose to present them as a panel with the B&W at the top
and the colour images at the bottom, plus a brief introductory statement.
The panel is sympathetically arranged to retain interest and attention.
…………Overall, Doug’s use of light and varying viewpoints brought this themed General
Diploma submission to life. His choice to include a panel and statement was laudable and
the mix of mono and colour images was very successful.
……….. Doug’s successful panel is of a consistently high standard. The choice of keeping to
a tight theme has worked well and the panel is well balanced. The colour images on the
bottom row are beautifully handled with both the exposure and the long shutter speed
contributing to the images.
The structures themselves are well displayed and meet his statement of intent.

………… the set of images shows a good mix of colour and mono coast and seascapes. His
balance of slow shutter-speed and conventional pictures works well, adding both ‘artistic’
and ‘contemporary’ touches to the submission.

Image 1 - Mono Lighthouse
A nicely balanced photograph with excellent exposure allowing the sea’s waves and
power to be appreciated. It made an ideal Top Left image in the panel / sequence as the
Lighthouse provides a good stop for the top row.
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Image 2 - Mono Concrete Groynes
The choice of a slow shutter speed
and low viewpoint has accentuated
the difference between the smoothed
water and the rough concrete of the
groins. Good depth of field provides a
nice diagonal line across the image.

Image 4 - Mono Lighthouse
A good shot taking the viewer down
the steep cliff path to the lighthouse
on the peninsular. Doug has done well
to hold back the exposure and not
burn out the white walls and roofs
around the lighthouse, especially
considering the brightness of the day.

Image 6 - Railings
A lovely pattern picture with the railings zig-zagging their way to the top right. Good depth
of field keeps the railings sharp all the way through the image and the colour palette is
delightful, with the sky, sandy sea and railing rust all complimenting each other nicely.
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Image 8 - Submerged Groynes
A good shot detailing the effect of
the groynes in breaking up the
sea’s energy and protecting the
coastline. A good centre shot for
the bottom row.

Image 9 - Jetty
Another well balanced image in
square format works well for the
subject matter. Good choice of
shutter speed has smoothed the sea
surface but has not masked its
constant movement.

Congratulations Doug!
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The last account of my photography exploits focussed on my November Lockdown
activities. Since then, and amongst other things I have concentrated on ways to photograph water and some of its many characteristics.
In order to do so I made a few simple devices to help me with the various ideas I have had.
I devised a simple but effective way to capture light refraction in water droplets in various
situations, I enclose two of those light refraction images.

I established a method of simultaneously dropping three ice cubes into three carefully
placed glasses.
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I built a simple apparatus enabling me photograph coloured water spilling from a tipped
single wine glass and also from two tipped wine glasses facing each other.

I then worked on a method to swing two glasses so that they collided in mid-air, both
spilling their contents.

At that time, I also experimented with backlighting for those two colliding glasses.
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The third week in January saw us enter a very cold period of weather and I concentrated on
ice and thawing snow patterns for a couple of days.

I did have one failure during the fall in temperature, I built a simple setup for accurately
dropping apples into a container filled with water.
This required high speed flash which had to be conducted in total darkness, and because
of the mess involved this had to be done outside after dark.
Initially things did to go to plan and I did get a few promising images, that is until the
apple started to bounce because the water had frozen, at that point I had to retire to the
warmth of our lounge – See the images, the apple froze solid overnight!

At the end of January, I began experimenting with a newly acquired
which has provided me with many new and challenging opportunities, including advanced
water droplet photography.
I have been using high speed flash to enable me to shoot very rapid bursts of light
providing me with an equivalent shutter speed of 18/000th of a second.
Because of this I have been able to work on several aspects of rapid movement
photography, including droplet crowns, droplet sculptural effects, mid-air collisions and
freezing the very moment when a bubble burst.
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I printed several simple backgrounds to suit various situations, these were used in all of
the photographs taken during this experimental period.

I already have a list of members who have expressed interest, if you haven’t
already done so please make contact.
Barrie Glover
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